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Dear stranger, Dear stranger, 

This is a potential table of contents. This is a potential table of contents. 

Irène Hamoir’s Irène Hamoir’s Boulevard JacqmainBoulevard Jacqmain serves as the catalyst   serves as the catalyst  
for a series of interventions. The format is for you  for a series of interventions. The format is for you  
to choose (unconventional is highly encouraged though).  to choose (unconventional is highly encouraged though).  
If you find yourself compelled to address any of  If you find yourself compelled to address any of  
these topics, or have other discussion topics  these topics, or have other discussion topics  
in mind, this is an invitation for you to  in mind, this is an invitation for you to  
join the conversation.  join the conversation.  

Don’t be shy. Happy to have you  Don’t be shy. Happy to have you  
as an accomplice.as an accomplice.

With liquid tenderness,With liquid tenderness,
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Feelings of déjà-vu trigger a series of questions. Coincidences and rumours are more meaningful 

than they are allowed to appear in history. I have to admit I let myself be guided by sensations of 

the guts, when one senses they are in front of a piece of evidence, or an enigma to be solved, 

something beyond the anecdotic. The perfect excuse to investigate as a visceral detective. I love 

archives and their contested authority. I fantasise about sniffing the powder of their crumbling 

brownish pages. Maybe one could have a psychoactive epiphany revealing its unspoken secrets. A 

dénouement pulsating through the veins as a vibrating morse-coded message. If you don’t believe in 

embodied knowledge, if you salivate when listening to established erudition, if you have a blind faith 

in printed matter, come closer so I can whisper in your ears...                                              

Hey Bastard

A misspelling followed by an ellipsis opens Irène Hamoir’s parodic crime novel Boulevard 
Jacqmain – a fiction staging the members of the surrealist group as criminals in 
the city centre of Brussels. The typo sets a nonsensical and humorous tone: “Salud” 
could mean both “Salut” (hey) or “salaud” (bastard). The three dots accompanying 
“doud” serve as a narrative device indicating an interruption: a first bullet abruptly 
cuts off a man. After the third bullet, he drops dead letting go of the friendly hand 
he was shaking. The agonised, Paul Nouguié, alias Paul Nougé, leading figure of 
the Brussel’s artistic troupe – still alive when the book was written in the 1930’s and 
first launched in 1953. His killing remains unsolved until a rather predictable ending. 
Meanwhile, easily identifiable by scantily concealed pseudonyms, René Magritte,  
E. L. T. Mesens, Marcel Lecomte, Camille Goemans and other companions 
progressively appear in historically inaccurate misdeeds as clumsy thugs, second-
rate hooligans and wandering sex workers. The narrative unfolds in a tumultuous 
romantic triangle, punctuated by mundane scenes, heated discussions and settling 
scores held against the backdrop of Brussels nightlife. In a direct and straightforward 
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 style, tainted with acid humour, the book paints an inglorious portrait of the avant-
garde artistic milieu in a provoking counterfactual and anti-heroic scenario staged in 
the vicinity of the avenue that gives the title to the novel. 

Whether you are amused or skeptical, if you allow yourself to suspend disbelief, you 
may be surprised to note how uncanny the resemblance between the surrealists 
and their fictional counterparts are. The Brussels group was a “regular bunch of 
zwanzeurs (jokers), the oddest of ducks, writers, poets, subtle and untamed thinkers, 
independent by nature, holding down respectable jobs by day (biochemist, lawyer, 
office clerk) and leading their double lives off the beaten paths of existence. They 
were also a circle of friends, a pantheon of well-educated heads, of wrong-thinking 
accomplices, often split apart by squabbles and resounding exclusions, less often 
reconciled”.1 Provocative misfits fighting, bullying, or cancelling each other while 
inventing protocols to regulate their relationships and to stimulate (collective) creation 
– only to undermine these methods again.2 This incendiary and unsettling facet 
of the surrealists is echoed by their fictionalised selves in Hamoir’s roman à clés, 
establishing an intricate continuity between fact and fiction... 

1 Patrick Roegiers, Magritte and Photography, Aldershot, Lund Humphries, 2005, p. 34. Quoted in: Patricia Allmer, Jan 
Dirk Baetens and Hilde Van Gelder, “Introduction: Surrealism in Belgium”, in Patricia Allmer and Hilde Van Gelder 
(eds.), Collective inventions: Surrealism in Belgium, Leuven, Leuven University Press, 2007, p. 17 (Lieven Gevaert 
series).
2 It is important to clarify that rather than a unified or coherent movement, there were multiple surrealist 
experiences in Belgium, and even the Brussels group eventually diverged. But considering that Irène Hamoir 
stages her colleagues as “les gens du milieu” – referring both to the crime world and the artistic milieu –, we’ll also 
address them as a bande. However, we are aware that it is a concept that has to be nuanced.
See: Xavier Canonne, Le surréalisme en Belgique 1924-2000, Brussels, Fonds Mercator, 2006, p. 11.
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Hands up!  

October 1926, Casino of Saint-Josse (present-day Mirano), Brussels: a group of 
hazardous troublemakers stormed in the middle of the performance of Tam-Tam 
by modernist poet-dramaturg Géo Norge, interrupting it and causing a riotous 
commotion. They handed out flowers found in the garbage and a daring tract to 
the audience stating their drastic disapproval of the play and professing an explicit 
warning in bold and capital letters: “Messieurs, défiez-vous”. A phrase with dual 
meaning: to challenge yourself, and a distrust and expression of suspicion towards 
something, or others.3 The premeditated intrusion – also referred to as “bataille” or 
“bagarre” de Tam-Tam, – caused such a disturbance that police had to intervene.4 
This explosive debut not only stirred the conversation about the event and the 
Théâtre Groupe Libre Norge was part of, but was also Brussels surrealists’ first 
public appearance as a group.5 One month later, they performed a similar unruly 
intervention in a presentation of Les Mariés de la Tour Eiffel by Jean Cocteau, 
organised by the same theatre group. Again, they distributed a justifying tract to 
voice their rejection.  

Now an anecdotic occurrence, these aggressive inaugural gestures come as no surprise 
as they are emblematic of a general contestation mode that is present both in 
surrealist’s literary production and in their real-life interactions. This is not an isolated 
episode nor is it a particularity of the Brussels group. In fact, the sublimation of 
violence among the surrealists is well-known and widely studied6, and was 

3 Marcel Mariën, L’activité surréaliste en Belgique (1924-1950), Brussels, Éditions Lebeer Hossmann, 1979 (Le Fil 
Rouge), p. 129-135; Bibiane Fréché, “Surrealism in Belgium between the Wars”, in Nathalie Aubert, Pierre-Philippe 
Fraiture and Patrick McGuinness (eds.), From Art Nouveau to Surrealism. European Modernity in the Making, 
London, Modern Humanities Research Association/Maney Publishing, 2007, p. 166 (Legenda).
4 An Paenhuysen, De nieuwe wereld. De wonderjaren van de Belgische avant-garde [1918-1939], Antwerp, Meulenhoff 
/ Manteau, 2010, p.165; and note 213, p. 359. Quoted in: Marie Godet, Le poids du réel. Les surréalistes Bruxellois 
et l’objet dans les années 1940, Doctoral thesis, Faculté de Philosophie et Sciences sociales, Université Libre de 
Bruxelles, 2017 (promotor: Denis Laoureux), p. 52.
5 José Vovelle, Le surréalisme en Belgique, Bruxelles, André de Rache, 1972, p. 19.
It was said that Paul Nougé, Édouard Mesens and Camille Goemans – some of the initiators of Correspondence in 
1924, acknowledged as Brussels surrealist group’s first publications as such – had invited Norge to join them but he 
refused, judging their enterprise as too absurd or negative, and discredited the group in the theatrical parody Tam-
Tam. Was this staged interruption a well-deserved settling of accounts? – Cf. Daniel Laroche,   
« Norge, le proférateur », Le Carnet et les Instants,  n°195, 2017, [https://le-carnet-et-les-instants.net/archives/norge-
le-proferateur/#_ftnref7].
6 Jonathan Eburne’s Surrealism and the Art of Crime is a key study about the surrealist’s engagement with 
violence: J. E. Eburne, Surrealism and the Art of Crime, Ithaca/New York, Cornell University Press, 2008.
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famously promulgated by André Breton in his second manifesto published in 1929: 
“the simplest Surrealist act consists of dashing down the street, pistol in hand, and 
firing blindly, as fast as you can pull the trigger, into the crowd”.7 If French and 
Belgian surrealists had their specificities and differences – that occasionally led to 
bar brawls and fights, by the way – they were both fascinated by real-life banditry 
and sensationalist accounts of murder, robbery or bank raids such as the ones 
performed by anarchist criminal group la Bande à Bonnot. Several surrealist works 
pastiched or were imbued with references to detective thrillers, their dandy villains 
and depictions of the illegal milieu.8 The Belle Époque hero Fantômas was one of 
their favourites for his ability to “slip in and out of role and appear in many different 
bourgeois identities; [as] the master criminal who subverts the everyday”.9

This intended stance against rationality, morality and societal norms is epitomised 
in disruptive artistic practices. Besides well-known methods to emulate the 
unconscious, unexpected associations and the random, they were partisans of 
polemic techniques such as cut-ups, appropriation and détournements up to parody 
and even plagiarism. Instead of reprehensible, the figure of the forger, thief, cheater 
or liar was somehow praised both concretely and figuratively.10 Being a surrealist was 
also, to a certain extent, and with all its contradictions, operating in a provocative, 
confrontational and reactive mode. In a twisted homage of sorts, Irène casts herself 
and her companions with malleable identities as the dual personas they embodied 
– living behind the masks of their daily lives and jobs to become the covert felons of 
surrealism. Boulevard Jacqmain, both in content and form, appears then as an 

7 André Breton, “Second Manifesto of Surrealism (1930)”, in Manifestoes of Surrealism, Ann Arbor, The University of 
Michigan Press, 1969, p. 125.
8 Hamoir’s volume is not the only crime novel-inspired surrealist book, nor is it the sole book incorporating real-life 
characters into its plot. Numerous contemporary authors parodied or drew inspiration from so-called minor literature 
and detective thrillers. Others, such as Max Servais, also featured members of the surrealist group in their novels. 
See: Paul Aron, « René Magritte et les détectives », Le Rocambole. Bulletin des amis du roman populaire, n. 78-79, 
spring-summer 2017, p. 269-271.
9 Patricia Allmer, Jan Dirk Baetens and Hilde Van Gelder, “Introduction: Surrealism in Belgium”, in Patricia Allmer and 
Hilde Van Gelder (eds.), Collective Inventions: Surrealism in Belgium, Leuven, Leuven University Press, 2007, p. 14 
(Lieven Gevaert series).
10 The following quotes by Marcel Mariën are quite representative of this appraisal: « L’essentiel chez Nougé: la vertu 
du mensonge » (Xavier Canonne, Marcel Mariën (1920-1993), Brussels, Crédit communal, 1994, p. 92 (Monographies 
de l’art moderne)); « Il n’y a pas de mensonge puisqu’il n’y a pas de vérité » (Marcel Mariën, La Licorne à cinq 
pattes, Les Lèvres Nues, Brussels, 1986, p. 44).
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 interesting document to address the group’s fantasies and fixations with the 
underworld and the bellicose tactics evident in their works, interactions and public 
events.  

Throughout the pages, violence appears as central to the role-playing of what is 
essentially a “male fraternity” and aggression a key attribute to their “theatrical, 
even performative […] masculinity”.11 But in stark contrast with the sophisticated 
dandy bandit Fantômas, the Brussels group is unapologetically depicted as clumsy 
and histrionic in their drive for contestation. In Boulevard Jacqmain, surrealist 
violence is unembellished and unromanticised, while provocation for the sake of 
provocation appears as a luxury not many can afford. Moreover, it is more likely to 
cause unnecessary harm, eventually failing to subvert the everyday. With somber 
humour, the novel portrays grim and hostile streets and bars of Brussels, justifying 
the generalised use of effective and verbal intimidation. For women, it seems as 
much self-defence, as it is a derisive replication to reclaim space and agency; while 
men, “unable as they are to find solutions to their problems, they resort to guns”.12 
Hamoir’s fiction stages an abusive relationship, risks of a sexually transmitted 
infection, working conditions of prostitutes – embodied all by female characters 
in the book, including herself. Even considering Irène’s binary approach to gender, 
her external gaze, prejudices and simplifications, it is a noteworthy case study of 
(mis-)representations of sex work and the crime milieu in the urban nightlife in the 
Alhambra district of the 1930’s. Are the contemporary resonances mere projections 
or are they not so fortuitous anachronistic continuities?… 

11 Neil Matheson, “He Who Has Never Dreamt of Mae West: Surrealist Masculinity and the Late Collages of E.L.T. 
Mesens”, in Patricia Allmer and Hilde Van Gelder (eds.), Collective Inventions: Surrealism in Belgium, Leuven, Leuven 
University Press, 2007, p. 120,118 (Lieven Gevaert series).
12 Irène Hamoir, Boulevard Jacqmain, Bruxelles, Didier Devillez, 1996, p. 57. Translation of the author.
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Some eyes started to read the text printed out in blue letters 
before they were outpaced by the resolute voice of the orator 
reading the still humid lines.  
 
 Dreamers, storytellers, insomniacs, deviants, engineers, 
mundane voyeurs, gossipy bartenders: the narrator progressively 
surfaced the recognisable cast of real-life actors on and off the page. 
One could vaguely identify the micro-situations that took place 
during the blue hour experience. The witnesses exchanged complicit 
glances, now reassured by a certain aesthetic framing, some elements 
of context and ethylic stimulation. 

–  Everything was staged, and our part in this voyeuristic theatre was already  
  written… 

– Plot twist or coup de théâtre ?  
 
  – How do you transcribe synchronically what is unfolding in the here and now? 

– Is it called improvisation or live composition?

–          Or rehearsed spontaneity 
 
– Hermetic site-specificity masking an obscure story in just another silly artsy 
extravaganza 

– Evocative, subtle, mysterious, minimal.  

–      Surprisingly disappointing

– The main protagonist of this performance was the sky and the changing 
luminosity was the central event. It reminds me of an account of one of 
Magritte’s exhibitions. The night of the vernissage, the spectators were 
surprised to enter a dark gallery. At midnight, the lights progressively dimmed 
up, gradually ‘revealing’ the paintings on the wall.

– Except here we don’t have an exhibition to be revealed

– Yet,…
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CHANNELING 
IRÈNE 

HAMOIR 
24.05.2023



(DS) Can you tell uS Something about irène 
hamoir? how woulD She have DeSCribeD 
herSelf?
(M) She was a rebel and had a very hard time 
breaking through. Most of the obstacles she 
experienced in life were created by men, 
starting with her father and how she was 
raised. Her upbringing was very strict, she 
was ignored a lot. Apart from her mother, she 
did not get a lot of support from women. Men 
would admire her but not necessarily support 
her. She developed very masculine character 
traits and was a fighter. She created this 
shield mostly in order to make a place 
for herself in the male world surrounding 
her. She had a few contradictions in her 
character. She was a loving woman but had 
to suppress a lot of anger and bitterness, 
and could have anger explosions. She did 
not shy away from drugs. It was important 
for her to be very strict and strong but 
she also knew her place and could take a 
subordinate position, if needed. She was 
incredibly intelligent and would have loved 
to accomplish more in life. Her life was 
good but definitely not easy. She was very 
sociable, invited a lot of people into her 
house and organised gatherings. She was a 
bit of a snob. She took good care of herself, 
found it important to be beautiful, would 
smoke cigars and loved to act extravagantly 
but she also knew her place and could be 
quite humble. This contradiction came from 
her upbringing and the relationship she had 
with her father and society at large.

(DS) what DiD SurrealiSm mean to irène 
hamoir? 
(M) She adored the surrealists because this 
group gave her the platform to do what 
she loved, but she did not consider herself 
to be one. She would have loved to take a 
more romantic direction, but as a woman 
wanting to be an artist during her time, she 
needed the surrealists and the support they 

could provide for her. Dealing with a male 
dominated world was not easy and she 
developed a strategy in which she put herself 
on a pedestal, from this position she could 
look down on the men and take her position 
as the only woman. It worked – the men in 
the group admired her and put her on the 
pedestal she created for herself.

René Magritte in particular was a very 
positive influence in her life. A great friend 
and platonic love. He supported her and her 
work in ways that others did not.

(DS) whiCh women were important to irène 
hamoir?
(M) She did not really have women she 
looked up to in her surroundings but she was 
a big admirer of George Sand (1804-1867), a 
French novelist, memoirist and journalist, and 
one of the most popular writers in Europe 
during her lifetime.

(DS) what iS the moSt SurrealiStiC thing She 
ever DiD? why?
(M) Marrying Scutenaire. She was 
comfortable, juridically and materially safe 
with him. This marriage gave her access to 
the group but it was not an easy marriage. 
To the outside world they looked like a good 
couple but behind the scenes he was a bully. 
Very authoritative, and tried to make her 
small and control her.

She also wrote a lot more than what is 
officially found under her name. She 
published some things under a male 
pseudonym and Scutenaire released some 
poetry of hers under his name. She helped 
him a lot with his writing. He loved her but 
was very pejorative towards her, probably 
because he was intimidated by her and knew 
her potential. She balanced the hardship 
of this relationship out by having four close 



friendships with other men. René Magritte 
was one of these and the most important, he 
supported her on a profound level. These 
relationships were platonic, she did not 
have affairs. 

We went through the list of poetry 
publications by Scutenaire. These are 
the ones either written by Irène or in 
collaboration with her:  
‘Les Haches de la vie’ Irène Hamoir. 
 ‘Les Secours de l’oiseau’ Irène Hamoir. 
 ‘Frappez au miroir!’ collaboration between 
Irène Hamoir and Scutenaire . 
‘Le Bâton de Jean de Milan’ a collaboration, 
but mostly Scutenaire. 
 ‘La Santé’ Irène Hamoir. The medium adds 
that this one is important to look at if we 
want to understand more of Irène.  
‘Les Jours Dangereux, les Nuits Noires’ 
collaboration between Irène Hamoir  
and Scutenaire.

(DS) there iS a rumour that irène hamoir 
DiD not write the book Boulevard Jacqmain 
herSelf, CoulD you give uS more information 
about that?
(M) She definitely did write the book herself, 
it was a reference to her brothers and the 
group she was part of, it was very important 
to her and she was very proud of it. It was 
truth written as fiction, and it provoked quite 
some angry reactions at the time, some 
situations were too recognisable. The book 
was boycotted quite a lot. She had to fight to 
get it published.   

(DS) what waS the impaCt of mariën’S 
ombrelle traCt on irène hamoir, her 
reputation anD the CritiCal reCeption of 
her work?2 how woulD She DeSCribe her 
relationShip to mariën? anD hiS relationShip 
to women in general?

(M) This was a destructive act. The tract 
was full of lies. The medium does not have 
answers about Mariën but says she gets 
a very dark energy, very negative. Irène 
was furious at him. The text should have 
been destroyed because it was absolute 
nonsense.

 (DS) what kinD of praCtiCeS DiD the 
SurrealiStS uSe? DiD they uSe hypnagogiC, 
hypnopompiC or luCiD Dreaming to generate 
iDeaS, viSualS or plot lineS?
(M) They were using substances to enter 
into other realms, some got addicted. 
Irène was more experimenting and did not 
get addicted. She was also interested in 
the esoteric and in magic, she consulted 
someone a few times for inspiration, but this 
was not her main source. Most inspiration 
came from the group itself, their conflicts 
(which they loved and used as a way to grow) 
and from drugs.

(DS) how waS her relationShip with bruSSelS 
anD itS periphery (both are in the book)? what 
were they to her aS a perSon? DiD She enjoy 
SpenDing time there, were they Stimulating? 
why (not)?
 (M) She loved certain places in Brussels and 
found them inspiring, but mostly she hated 
the city. She found it very unpleasant and 
dirty. The medium got no info  
about the periphery.

(DS) how DiD She experienCe the relationShip 
between art anD life when She waS alive? anD 
DoeS She feel Differently about it now that 
She’S paSSeD?
 (M) When she was alive, art was a way for her 
to find freedom, to escape the restrictions 
of being a woman in society and the group 
helped her a great deal with that.

1 Irène Hamoir and her work have received little critical attention to date in main studies of 
surrealism in Belgium. The only monographic studies on her are two master’s dissertations by 
Angélique Bémelmans at the Université de Liège, 2008, and Elisa Pirotte at the UCLouvain, 2021, 
as well as the exhibition catalogue Ce qui est attirant est beau,1996, at the Royal Museum of Fine 
Arts of Belgium. Her work is discussed in chapters or articles by Achille and Christine Béchet, 
“Femmes, amour et surréalisme”, 1987, and by José Vovelle, “Des femmes et du surréalisme en 
Belgique”, 2005. She is present in Xavier Cannone’s reference work Le Surréalisme en Belgique, 
2006, and Marcel Mariën’s important compilation of primary documents in L’activité surréaliste en 
Belgique, 1979. Her collaboration with her husband Scutenaire was also addressed in the articles 
by Séverine Orban and Arisa Sano. 
Angélique Bémelmans, Irène Hamoir, une écrivaine méconnue, Master’s dissertation, Faculté de 
philosophie et lettres, Université de Liège, 2008 (promotor: Danielle Bajomée). 
Elisa Pirotte, La position ambigüe des femmes dans le surréalisme. Le cas d’Irène Hamoir dans 
l’expérience collective Bruxelloise, Master’s dissertation, Faculté de philosophie, arts et lettres, 
Université Catholique de Louvain, 2021 (promotor: Pierre Piret).
Gisèle Ollinger-Zinque (dir.), Ce qui est attirant est beau. Irène, Scut, Magritte & Co., Exhibition 
catalogue, Royal Museum of Fine Arts of Belgium, 13 September-15 December 1996, Brussels, 
1996.
Achille et Christine Béchet, “Femmes, amour et surréalisme”, in Surréalistes Wallons, Brussels, 
éditions Labor, 1987, p. 107-132.
José Vovelle, “Des femmes et du surréalisme en Belgique”, Europe. n. 912, April 2005, p. 169-
178. 
Xavier Canonne, Le surréalisme en Belgique 1924-2000, Brussels, Fonds Mercator, 2006.
Marcel Mariën, L’activité surréaliste en Belgique (1924-1950), Brussels, Éditions Lebeer 
Hossmann,1979 (Le Fil Rouge). 
Séverine Orban, « Irène Hamoir et Louis Scutenaire : Une symbiose en littérature plutôt qu’une 
imposture », Études francophones, vol. 29, Automn 2018, p. 87-99. 
Arisa Sano, « Qui a écrit La Cuve infernale (1944) ? : question de l’écriture “à quatre mains” chez 
Irène Hamoir et Louis Scutenaire », Cahiers d’études françaises Université Keio, vol.22, 2017, p. 
62- 77.
2 One year after Scutenaire’s death in 1987, Mariën published one of his letters in the magazine 
Les Lèvres Nues. In the letter in question, he justified his absence in a meeting for confidential 
and personal reasons [motifs ‘personnels et strictement confidentiels’] and for not signing a 
tract against André Souris. The letter was published without the authorisation of Irène Hamoir. 
She began a juridical procedure against Mariën who reacts by publishing the tract Ombrelle 
pour célébrer la fête des morts, in October 1988. In the document, he reproduced the letter of 
Hamoir’s lawyer, and includes different misogynistic quotes against private propriety or about the 
perversity of the ‘abusive widows’. The next year, he published the same tract next to an article 
in the same magazine stating that Scutenaire actually wrote Boulevard Jacqmain and La Cuve 
Infernale (Marcel Mariën, “Les Vertus Sataniques”, in Le Moment Venu, Les Lèvres Nues, 1989, 
[p. 7-9]). This was a condemnation coming from an influential voice when it comes to Belgian 
surrealism, also acknowledged as its first historian. This episode would cast a permanent shadow 
on Hamoir as yet “another widow who is not very surrealist!” [“encore une veuve qui n’est pas 
très surréaliste!”]. See : Gisèle Ollinger-Zinque (dir.), op.cit., p. 375.
For more informations on this episode and Irène Hamoir in general, see: Elisa Pirotte, op.cit., and 
Angélique Bémelmans, op.cit.





Look around, you’re here...

The continuum between fact and fiction, as well as the ambivalence of the performed 
violence in Boulevard Jacqmain makes it a relevant entry point to address Brussels’ 
past and present through the lens of the novelesque. This magazine is an inaugural 
gesture posing the initial questions and premises of a long-term interdisciplinary 
artistic project based on this book. The latter is conceived as a catalyst, a 
provocation that informs an experimental methodology to collectively explore the 
disruptive tactics of the surrealists as well as potential contemporary equivalents. 
Through periodical meetings, often in the same cafés and bars they used to go 
to, accomplices are invited to also engage in similar games, titling sessions, re-
enactments, city walks, screenings. The project reactivates and actualises these 
methodologies not as relics of the past, but as dynamic tools and radical exercises in 
an attempt to engage with the story and with reality.

From the beginning, the lack of information surrounding Irène Hamoir’s novel and 
its reception added an outlandish layer to the project. Until the moment this text 
was written, little information on Boulevard Jacqmain’s context of production and 
reception were found. Regarding Hamoir’s broader body of work, there are few 
critical studies and the only published book about her is the exhibition catalogue 
on the donation of the Hamoir-Scutenaire collection to the Belgian state, that would 
become an important nucleus of the Magritte Museum. After a more anecdotic and 
personal account on Irène, another article paints a bitter portrait of the author as 
an imposture, a mean and greedy wife that shackled her man for life but the only 
women of the group who was not an ‘idiot’ – to borrow Scutenaire’s words. The 
author also replicates the accusations of renown misogynist Marcel Mariën that 
Boulevard Jacqmain and her short stories La Cuve Infernale were actually written by 
her husband. She supports her allegations on a correspondence between the couple 
not even available to specialists.13 Studies by Angélique Bémelmans, Arisa Sano, 
Séverine Orban and Elisa Pirotte provide nuanced 

13 Catherine Daems, « Scutenaire-Hamoir et la Littérature » dans Gisèle Ollinger-Zinque (dir.), Ce qui est attirant est 
beau. Irène, Scut, Magritte & Co., catalogue d’exposition, Musées Royaux des Beaux-Arts de Belgique, 13 septembre 
-15 décembre, 1996, p. 126-134.
See also « Channeling Irène Hamoir”, namely note on Marcel Mariën’s tract Ombrelle, in previous pages of  
this magazine.
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 perspectives by looking closer at her work or questioning the accusations by 
emphasising the explicit misogyny of central figures such as Mariën, whose enduring 
shadow still casts doubts on Hamoir’s contribution.14

Assuming, on the one hand, that (art) history is a form of storytelling, and on the other 
hand, an acknowledgement of fiction and fabulation as means to address untold 
stories and archival gaps, this silence is embraced as an integral part of the project. 
The erasure or ‘mnemonic annihilation’ faced by Hamoir is understood as part of the 
violence being addressed, though not resolved. Instead of viewing these lacunae as 
obstacles, they become an invitation to speculate collectively – our own disruptive 
tactic to question official accounts and respectable historiography. When little to 
no answers are found in accessible documentation, we turn to Irène Hamoir’s 
unapologetic portrayal of the surrealists and consider their confrontational strategies 
with their limits, contradictions and failures, beyond a categorical condemnation or 
nostalgic heroization. Ultimately, this also leads us to reflect on the problematics of 
our own artistic practices and performative masquerades in a broader perspective. 
As an irreverent homage to Irène and her book, this is an invitation to pull the trigger 
to pierce some of these question marks together…

14 Angélique Bémelmans, op.cit.; Arisa Sano, op.cit.; Séverine Orban, op. cit.; Elisa Pirotte, op. cit..
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Ideas are just a pretext [...]; what mattered to all of us was the contestation [...].1

*

Feelings of déjà-vu trigger a series of questions. Coincidences and 
rumours are more meaningful than they are allowed to appear in 
history. I have to admit I let myself be guided by sensations of the 

guts, when one senses they are in front of a piece of evidence, or an 
enigma to be solved, something beyond the anecdotic. The perfect 

excuse to investigate as a visceral detective. I love archives and their 
contested authority. I fantasise about sniffing the powder of their 

crumbling brownish pages. Maybe one could have a psychoactive 
epiphany revealing its unspoken secrets. A denouement pulsating 

through the veins as a vibrating morse-coded message. If you don’t 
believe in embodied knowledge, if you salivate when listening to 

established erudition, if you have a blind faith in printed discourse, 
come closer so I can whisper in your ears...                                              

Hey Bastard

A misspelling followed by an ellipsis opens Irène Hamoir’s parodic 
crime novel Boulevard Jacqmain – a fiction staging the members 
of the surrealist group as criminals in the city centre of Brussels. 
The typo sets a nonsensical and humorous tone: “Salud” could 
mean both to “Salut” (hey) or “salaud” (bastard). The three dots 
accompanying “doud” serve as a narrative device indicating an 
interruption: a first bullet abruptly cuts off a man. After the third 
bullet, he drops dead letting go of the friendly hand he was shaking. 
The agonised, Paul Nougié, alias Paul Nougé, leading figure of the 
Brussel’s artistic troupe – still alive when the book was written in the 
1930’s and first launched in 1953. His killing remains unsolved until a 
rather predictable ending. Meanwhile, easily identifiable by scantily 
concealed pseudonyms, René Magritte, E. L. T. Mesens, Marcel 
Lecomte, Camille Goemans and other companions progressively 

.



Dramatis personae 
 
 
>> Delphine Somers (°1956) was born in Bruges and did several jobs at which she all 
failed. Now she is a painter. 

 
>> Liquidware 4.0 :mentalKLINIK 
Its non-operating, autonomous processing structure is the distinguishing characteristic of the 
Liquidware 4.0 :mK version. Befitting its particular purpose, it possesses a specific structure. 
It has human failings and irregularities. It does not have a defined mission, order, or timing. 
It belongs to no institution, nor does it bear any possibility of institutionalizing. It takes the 
initiative, yet it is not an initiative in and of itself. While enabling the adaptability of hardware 
devices, it may restrict the possible methods for its users’ actions, or it may create yet 
unforeseen liberties. These liberties are stored within the concentration of pleasure smoke 
and are kept in permanent memory when the institution collapses. In fact, none of these are 
intentional attitudes. 

 
>> Olivia Ardui is a storyteller. Her narrations unfold in different formats, spanning 
from critical essays to love letters, formal courses to tarot readings, exhibitions as well as 
speculative shows. In her recent work, she approaches exhibition making and art history 
through the prism of fabulation, dramaturgy or as potential theatrical scripts. Reception and 
mediation, as well as the interaction between form and content are key in her practice. For 
those wandering in the realm of biographical fictions, she assumes the persona of Cecilia 
Manuel, an innate doppelgänger adding an extra layer of multilingual ambiguity and infusing 
a touch of latino-flavored drama into her artistic repertoire.  

 
>> Oriol Vilanova is a flea market person, you can find him in the Jeu de Balle in Brussels, 
or somehow, in any other flea market around. 
 

>> Sofie Verraest  

 
>> Various Artists, an enigmatic and collective presence in the art world, represents a 
diverse amalgamation of creators from across genres and eras. With works spanning from 
classical to avant-garde, this entity embodies the collective spirit and creativity of numerous 
unnamed talents. Often seen in compilations or group exhibitions, Various Artists defies 
conventional boundaries, offering a kaleidoscopic view of artistic expression. Their 
portfolio, a tapestry of anonymous contributions, celebrates the universality and anonymity 
of art. Various Artists stands as a testament to the collaborative and ever-evolving nature of 
human creativity. 

With the special appearance of Loucka Fiagan and vinco.zone in the happening during the 
blue hour on May 27th. 
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